Annual Auction

Our June auction seemed in danger of rainy weather but Mother Nature was kind to us and we pulled in off in typical style and brought in nearly $23,000 dollars thanks to many generous donations from the community and help of many friends who assisted. More than six weeks of work and many hours!

Adjustments to some typical ways of doing things resulted in improvements. Lion Emery did another great job as auctioneer and also contributed with his forklift. Lion John followed last years sporting goods sales success with an expanded role of “outdoor sales” and did a great job.
The Iris Network came to us in the spring requesting we manage parking on their lot for Seadogs games. We typically do not schedule summer activities but the club wanted to help out and make a little money so we agreed. Thanks to a few dedicated Lions (Including Margaret from the Portland Lions Club) we have been able to pull it off so far.

Dana works at just about every event and has become one of our most active Lions.

We will have to see how the remainder of the summer goes to determine if we can actually do a project like this. After raising the parking fee to $10 we have generated nearly $1000 per game with 25% coming to our club and 75% to the Iris Network. At this rate that will be a lot of money generated.

We have not decided if we can take on parking for the Red Claws basketball games this coming season.

DG Michelle inducted new Lion Dana and as no surprise he was also honored as “Rookie of the Year” by King Lion Leslie.

Dana works at just about every event and has become one of our most active Lions.
New Officers (Same as the old Officers)

Popular King Lion Leslie has agreed to lead the club again next year! She will again be assisted by a great secretary Lion Linda. We are in good hands ladies and gentlemen. Lion Bill will again do the duties of Treasurer.

First VP will be Lion Marcus and 2nd VP will be Lion Dan.

This team of dedicated Lions will surely bring us another great year of service.

Service to Community

Lions and family answer the call for service with a woodcutting day for a couple of ladies who had some big trees fall at their home.

A fun day of very hard work! Bill, Emery, Marcus, Jim, Tony and help from Molly and Shawn from Bill’s family.

Upcoming:
Parking. Firewood Splitting, Digging Lilies, Scholarship Committee meeting, Organization meeting, Budget Committee meeting